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Overview

This capacity building webinar will:

▪ Introduce key theoretical perspectives for evaluation (e.g. realist 

evaluation, complex systems thinking)

▪ Outline phases of intervention development, adaptation and 

evaluation



Multi-dimensional Treatment 

Foster Care (MTFC) 

(USA → Sweden)

EFFECTIVE: Combined 

components common in 

Treatment As Usual (TAU), but 

rarely delivered as integrated 

suite of provision

Multi-systematic therapy (MST)

(USA → Sweden)

NOT EFFECTIVE: Equal to 

Treatment As Usual (TAU)



From ‘what works’ to ‘what 

works, for whom, how and in 

what contexts’



Realist Evaluation: Interventions as CMO 

Configurations

▪ Interventions are ‘theories incarnate’ 

(Pawson & Tilly, 1997)

▪ Intervention theories are a set of causal 

assumptions about how we get from 

inputs (A) to outputs (B)

▪ Focus on CMO configurations:

How mechanisms of action (M) interact with 

context (C) in the generation of outcomes (O)



Complex Systems Perspectives: 

Interventions as System Disruptions

▪ Outcomes are an emergent product of 

dynamic interactions between actors and 

groups in complex systems

▪ The aim of an intervention is to introduce 

changes, which will alter the dynamic of 

the system

▪ ‘Effective’ interventions will act as an 

historical event that meaningfully 

alters the course of the system.



Theorising and Operationalising Context

Context and implementation of complex 

interventions (CICI) framework (Pfadenhauer

et al., 2017)



MRC Guidance for Development and Evaluation of 

Complex Interventions (2000; 2008)



MRC Guidance for Development and Evaluation of 

Complex Interventions (2000; 2008)



Intervention Development:6 SQuID

(Wight et al., 2015)

Main steps in intervention development:

1.Define and understand the problem and its causes.

2.Clarify which causal or contextual factors are malleable and have 

greatest scope for change.

3.Identify how to bring about change: the mechanisms of 

change/programme theory.

4.Identify how to deliver the change mechanism.

5.Test and refine on small scale.

6.Collect sufficient evidence of effectiveness to justify rigorous 

evaluation/implementation.



Intervention Development: INDEX Guidance 

(O’Cathain, 2019)

Development Stages

Plan development

Involve stakeholders

Bring together team

Review evidence

Draw on programme theories

Articulate programme theories

Primary data collection

Understand context

Anticipate implementation

Design and refine intervention

End development



Intervention Theory: 6 SQuID (Wight 

et al., 2015)



INDEX Guidance

Development Stages

Plan development

Involve stakeholders

Bring together team

Review evidence

Draw on programme theories

Articulate programme theories

Primary data collection

Understand context

Anticipate implementation

Design and refine intervention

End development

Identify an existing theory or framework of 

theories to inform the intervention at the 

start of the process, for example, 

behaviour change or implementation 

theory. Where relevant, draw on more than 

one existing theory or framework of 

theories for example, both psychological 

and organisational theories.



All theories are 

equal, but some are 

more equal than 

others?



Reflections on Intervention Theory

▪ Interventions may adopt unsuitable theories 

that do not reflect the causes of the problem

▪ Interventions often rely on individual-level 

theories which are inappropriate when 

intended outcomes are structural

▪ Intervention developers often believe that 

plausibility is enough for selecting an 

intervention theory; Interventions can cause 

harm as much as they can cause good



Infant Simulator Programme

Infant simulators were delivered to 13-15 

year olds during secondary school as 

part of a randomised controlled trial.

By age 20 girls who had received the 

intervention were 36% more likely than 

the control group to become pregnant.

http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/

article/PIIS0140-6736(16)30384-1/fulltext



Logic Models

Logic models provide visual 

depictions of an intervention’s 

theory

A system‐based logic model is a 

logic model type that attempts to 

unpick the complexity of a programme 

or policy and situates this within a 

broader context.

It depicts the system, in which the 

interaction between the participants, 

the intervention, and the context 

takes place.



Complex-

Systems 

Logic 

Models

Mills T, Lawton R, Sheard L. 

Advancing complexity science in 

healthcare research: the logic of logic 

models. BMC Medical Research 

Methodology. 2019;19(1):55.



Actor-

Based 

Change 

Models

Koleros A, Mulkerne S, 

Oldenbeuving M, Stein D. The Actor-

Based Change Framework: A 

Pragmatic Approach to Developing 

Program Theory for Interventions in 

Complex Systems. American 

Journal of Evaluation. 

2018:1098214018786462.



Intervention Theory and Intervention 

Components

Interventions components /  

activities are the form an 

intervention’s theory takes

MoodHwb

Web based psycho-

educational intervention to 

improve young people’s 

mental health and wellbeing



Intervention Adaptation

ADAPTATION: Intentional 

modification(s) of an evidence-

informed intervention, in order to 

achieve better fit between an 

intervention and a new context



Intervention Adaptation



Structured vs 

Adaptive 

Interventions

Kemp, L. (2016). Adaptation 

and Fidelity: a Recipe Analogy 

for Achieving Both in 

Population Scale 

Implementation. Prevention 

Science, 17(4)



Feasibility / Pilot Studies

‘Feasibility as an overarching 

concept, with all studies done in 

preparation for a main study open 

to being called feasibility studies’

▪ Test evaluation parameters

▪ Test intervention parameters

Pilot studies are a subsample, and 

usually refer to feasibility of an 

RCT



RCTs / Natural Experiments

▪ RCTs often considered ‘gold 

standard’ for outcome 

evaluation

▪ Limitations:
– Timeliness

– Resource intensive

▪ Increase use of quasi-

experimental evaluations (e.g. 

natural experiments)



Summary

▪ There has been a rapid expansion in the theoretical perspectives 

underpinning evaluation research:
– Realist evaluation

– Complex systems thinking

▪ These advances are imperative in understanding interventions in 

complex (social care) systems

▪ There remains scope to apply and refine public health frameworks in 

relation to social care research



Diolch / Thanks


